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1. IDENTIFYING THE CYCLE
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2. RETHINKING THE
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
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•

Who are the right players

Additionally, assign each newcomer a “board

BOARD MEMBER JOB “ADS”

to make the right things happen and

buddy” or mentor with whom questions and

provide the right guidance to the CEO?

advice about how to fit into the board can be

How can we ensure the right mixture of

dis-cussed. That mentor does not necessarily

talents, experience, demographics and

need to be a current board member. Having

personalities on our board?

a trustee who may have just rotated off the

To find the best slate of candidates for your
next board cycle, follow a similar approach
to sourcing the best talent to join your staff
– create a clear job description and advertise
the position broadly.

board serve as a mentor, with support from

What to include in your ad:

3. RECRUITING FOR
ENGAGEMENT

the organization’s staff, not only helps a new
trustee gain comfort in the role, but retains
the past trustee’s engagement as well.

The governance committee is charged

1. Background – your health care
organization’s name, description, mission,
a little about your his-tory and current
operations.
2. Board Member Job Description –size
of the board, listing of officer positions,
frequency of meetings, length of terms, term
limit infor-mation, and your expectations
of board members (such as partici-pation
on committees, attending events, making
donations, etc.).

with determining what types of board

As new trustees complete their orienta-

members need to be at the table over the

tion and take on more responsibilities,

next three to five years, and with deciding

effective engagement also depends on

which candidates can best address the

not overwhelming them with too much

most important issues the organization

information at once. If the hospital has

will face. To optimize downstream member

an online board portal, proposed meet-

engagement, boards need to be specific

ing topics can be posted there before

about the talents they seek. They should

each meeting, along with a survey asking

first ask “What is our primary purpose,

trustees which topics they consider the

and what do we need to accomplish?” and

highest priority for discussion and which

then communicate those needs, as would

ones could be covered by a written

be the case for any other job. For example,

report. Asking board members what they

trustees who have expertise in community

want to talk about engages the entire

It’s also important for board members

health could be invaluable in helping the

board in thinking about the content

to personally connect—in effect, build a

board oversee how the hospital meets its

for the meeting, and helps reduce the

relationship—with the organization in the

community benefit obligations.

potential for board members to mentally

context of their work. Setting aside a few

“check out” during meetings. Engaging

minutes at each board meeting for trustee-

The governance committee should create

the board in planning the content for the

led “mission moments” – where a board

specific profiles for the trustees it seeks

meeting also increases the likelihood that

member shares a story or ex-ample of one

(as well as for current trustees) to make

trustees will review the full agenda and

way the hospital or health care system is

it easy for the right candidates to emerge.

all reports in advance, and will be better

meeting its mission – is one way to build

Understanding the mixture of skill sets,

prepared to have meaningful discussions.

these connections. For example, the board

experiences and mindsets of current and
potential trustees is critical to creating the
right board “team.” And, as new trustees’

3. Qualifications – what specific talents, skills,
expertise, and/or experiences do you seek
from qualified candidates? What is your policy
on board diversity?
4. Application Procedures – how do interested
candidates become nominated and/or
elected?
5. Contact Information – organiza-tion’s
website and contact infor-mation for
interested candidates.

might invite trustees to look into a topic

5. PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

skills are matched with the organization’s

or attend an event outside their area of
expertise. A banker trustee might go on
hospital rounds, while a physician trustee

most pressing needs, deeper engagement

A strong partnership between the CEO and

might attend a community event. Each

among all board members will likely follow.

the board chair is vital to the entire board’s

would then relate what they have learned

engagement. Regular conversations and

about the hospital’s mission and relevance

candid communication establish mutual

through the experience, tapping into a

trust, helping both leaders support and get

shared passion and enthusiasm for the

to know each other as individuals. Their

hospi-tal’s work that become contagious.

New trustees should be provided with a

relationship sets the stage for a shared

Such activities engage all board members

thorough orientation program – one that

governance model, the most effective way

in both building relationships and thinking

allows board members to engage in as much

to achieve full board engagement.

about what the organization’s mission

4. ORIENT FOR THE JOURNEY

self-directed discovery as possible, and

really means – to them individually, to

steadily come up-to-speed with the board’s

the board collectively, and to the broader

work and the specific ways they can add value.

community.
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6. SHARING FOR BALANCE

the task of helping the board evaluate its

Sharing perspectives that come from

facilitating each trustee’s self-evaluation

Boards must rise to the challenge and

varied backgrounds and experiences also

of individual performance. The results –

develop creative, innovative approaches

speaks to the importance of board diver-

analyzed in summary and compared to

to helping their members become en-

sity, another factor that fosters greater

the standards set by the strategic plan,

gaged, even before their first meeting,

trustee engagement. In a more diverse

board development plan, and trustee

and stay engaged throughout their board

group, people behave differently. They

annual “contracts” – can help identify the

service. Boards can no longer afford to

tend to dive deeper into topics, which often

board’s development oppor-tunities for

have members follow a traditional board

leads to better conversations and decision-

the following year. An annual board retreat

development timeline: a term to learn, a

making on behalf of the organization’s

is the ideal time for board members to

term to do, a term to lead. Trustees need

varied stakeholders.

discuss the results of both evaluations,

to make a contribution on Day 1, but to

determining what has been completed,

do that they need to understand what

It is also important for boards to have a

what goals and activities are still important,

is expected of them and be given lots of

balance of personality types among their

areas for performance improvement, and

opportunities for engagement in board

members. They cannot all be visionaries.

what new initiatives the board wants to

work. These 7 Rules will help you navi-

Boards need some who say, “Let’s get it

tackle.

gate the fluid, yet rigorously demanding,

purpose and priorities annually, along with

done” and others who say, “Let’s deliber-

CONCLUSION

landscape of engaging your board toward

ate;” those who want to start something

For boards whose members are truly

new, and those who want to vote and move

engaged, evaluation and retention should

on. Boards need all types, but at the end of

be their easiest job. If retention is a

the day, they need people who are working

problem, it is often a symptom of another
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really hard to make good decisions, for

issue or concern. The board then must
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determine what is broken and how to fix it,
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so that governance remains work to which
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To ensure everyone is clear on where and
how to focus their efforts, boards might

SIMPLIFYING BOARD SELF-ASSESMENT

consider having each member sign an
annual agreement with a written set of
expectations and goals—a “contract” that
speaks to the individual trustee’s expertise
and passions, as well as the organization’s
needs.

An

annual

contract

provides

clarity and guidance for trustees and the
organization alike, allowing everyone to
openly ask, “Are we getting what we want
from each other and our work?” The clearer

Samples of board self-assessment surveys abound, with many being so lengthy and complex that
they nearly ensure a low level of participation from busy trustees. This does not need to be the
case. Provided you have set clear expectations for trustee performance, and have a written set of
the board’s priorities for the year, your assessment can be reduced to five simple questions:
1. Rate (from 1-to-10, with 10 being highest) how well you feel the board as a whole met the
priorities we set at last year’s retreat.
2. Rate (from 1-to-10, with 10 being highest) how well you feel you as an indi-vidual met the
expectations set in last year’s board member agreement.
3. What do you think the board should do differently for next year?

board members are about what they

4. What do you want to do differently for next year?

want from the board and what the board

5. How likely (from 1-to-10, with 10 being highest) are you to recommend serv-ing on this board to
a friend or colleague?

needs from them, the more fully engaged
members can be.
To ensure a high level of engagement an
annual board assessment is required.

Question 5 is the “net promoter score” – allowing you to determine the overall health of the board
by determining whether you have more “promoters” (those that rate the board as a 9 or a 10),
“neutrals” (those that rate the board as a 7 or an 8), or “detractors” (those that rate the board 1
through 6). Subtracting the number of detractors from the number of promoters equals your
“net promoter score” – which, hopefully, will increase each year as you focus on building board
engagement.

The governance committee should own
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